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ABSTRACT: RASSCF calculations of vertical excitation energies were
carried out on a benchmark set of 19 organic molecules studied by
Thiel and co-workers [J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 134110]. The best
results, in comparison with the MS-CASPT2 results of Thiel, were
obtained using a RASSCF space that contains at most one hole and
one particle in the RAS1 and RAS3 spaces, respectively, which we
denote as RAS[1,1]. This subset of configurations recovers mainly the
effect of polarization and semi-internal electronic correlation that is
only included in CASSCF in an averaged way. Adding all-external
correlation by allowing double excitations from RAS1 and RAS2 into
RAS3 did not improve the results, and indeed, they were slightly worse.
The accuracy of the first-order RASSCF computations is demonstrated
to be a function of whether the state of interest can be classified as
covalent or ionic in the space of configurations built from orbitals localized onto atomic sites. For covalent states, polarization
and semi-internal correlation effects are negligible (RAS[1,1]), while for ionic states, these effects are large (because of inherent
diffusiveness of these states compared to the covalent states) and, thus, an acceptable agreement with MS-CASPT2 can be
obtained using first-order RASSCF with the extra basis set involving 3p orbitals in most cases. However, for those ionic states
that are quasi-degenerate with a Rydberg state or for nonlocal nπ* states, there remains a significant error resulting from all
external correlation effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical study of excited state reactivity using
nonadiabatic molecular dynamics represents a challenge for
electronic structure methods because they must account for a
changing importance of open versus closed shell configurations
and covalent versus ionic character in the wave function.1 This
balance involves electronic correlation effects. Thus, one needs
a balanced description of excited states (i.e., comparable
excitation energies and ordering of states) of different character
with the same relative accuracy. The challenge is to include
electron correlation effects via theoretical methods that are
sufficiently efficient to perform the very many energy
evaluations required in nonadiabatic dynamics. The essential
feature here is to include only the part of the electron
correlation effect that is different for each electronic state and
omit the part that is the same for each excited state.
Furthermore, the theoretical method used needs to permit
the computation of first and second derivatives analytically (as
opposed to finite difference computation) as well as the
necessary derivative couplings.
For the treatment of static (or internal) correlation,2−4 a

multireference method such as complete active space self-
consistent field (CASSCF)5 can be used as the starting point.

The addition of complete active space second-order
perturbation theory (CASPT2)6−8 in which dynamic correla-
tion is included using second-order multireference perturba-
tion theory on top of CASSCF results is the accepted standard
(for recent reviews of the computation of excited states
including dynamics, see the work of Lischka et al.,9 Gonzaĺez et
al.,10 and Dreuw et al.11). However, this method includes all
electron correlation effects, including those that do not change
between the excited states under consideration. Furthermore,
while gradients and derivative couplings have recently been
made available for CASPT2, analytic Hessians are not yet
available.12 In the quantum mechanical treatment of nuclear
motion one needs the Hessian, as well as gradients, for the
evaluation of the matrix elements.13

The restricted active space self-consistent field
(RASSCF)14−17 is a computational method that can include
those differential contributions to electron correlation that are
required to describe the different correlation effects in excited
state chemistry. Furthermore, RASSCF is a fully variational
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approach, where full orbital and CI coefficient optimization is
used; thus, analytical derivatives are available. The only
problem is the choice of the active orbitals to be included.
This choice is, in turn, dictated by the need to include the
different contributions of electron correlation in a controlled
way by restricting the number of configuration state functions
(CSF) generated using RASSCF to yield a balanced
description of excited states.
Dynamic correlation involves double excitations of the

inactive or active orbitals into the virtual space. We refer to this
as all external correlation. In CASSCF, single excitations from
the inactive orbitals (holes) to the virtual orbitals (particles)
vanish only in an average way. Indeed, the set of configurations
(the first-order multiconfiguration wave function, (MR-
FOCI)18,19) involving the creation of at most a single “hole”
in the inactive space and a single “particle” in the virtual space
with respect to a CASSCF reference make the most important
correction to the RASSCF wave function. Here the key
physical idea involves the concept of semi-internal correlation
introduced by Sinanoğlu.20,21 Semi-internal correlation in-
volves a “double” excitation which consists of the simultaneous
excitation of an active electron within the active space together
with an excitation of an inactive electron to the virtual space.
The main aim of this work is to demonstrate the accuracy of

the RASSCF approach for the computation of valence singlet
excited states and, thus, the potential suitability of the method
for investigating potential energy surfaces relevant for photo-
chemistry using on-the-fly ab initio nonadiabatic dynamics that
require analytical derivatives. The other aim is to demonstrate
that first-order RASSCF (which recovers semi-internal
correlation and polarization) dominates the differential
electronic correlation between excited states with very different
characters (ionic or covalent). The first-order RASSCF effects
vanish on average in CASSCF yet are small for covalent states
and large for ionic states. The assessment is done on a set of
small to medium-sized organic molecules based on Thiel’s
benchmark set,22 where vertical excitation energies computed
with MS-CASPT2 method are available for direct comparison.
Due to the scaling of the current RASSCF approach, only a
subset of the original benchmark set has been investigated. Of
course, the RASSCF scheme, used in this paper, only tests the
error in the correlation effect in the vicinity of the Franck−
Condon region. However, as we will discuss subsequently, it
turns out that the largest errors are encountered for specific
types of electronic states only. Accordingly, the results may
have considerable generality away from the Franck−Condon
region.
The accuracy of RASSCF has been assessed using MS-

CASPT2/TZVP results of Schreiber et al.22 as reference values
in order to compare two levels of theory keeping the basis set
fixed. Better results for MS-CASPT2 can be found in the work
of Silva-Junior et al.23 where a diffuse basis set was employed.
This work will be discussed after we present our approach,
which is focused on the improvement of CASSCF results using
a RASSCF approach.

2. THEORETICAL DETAILS
RASSCF differs from CASSCF in that the active space is
divided into three subspaces: RAS1 where at most a few
“holes” (usually 1 or 2) are allowed, RAS3 where at most a few
“particles” (usually 1 or 2) are allowed, and RAS2 where all
possible occupancies are allowed. Here we use the term “hole”
to denote a vacancy (i.e., excitation) in inactive orbitals/

electrons and “particle” to denote an occupancy in a virtual
orbital that is unoccupied in all reference configurations. The
RAS2 set of orbitals is usually the same space as CASSCF
when used to include correlation. Other strategies for choosing
the RAS space partition can be found in the literature.24−28 For
example, the method is also used for treating systems where
CASSCF becomes impractical such as in transition metal
complexes.29,30 In this work, RASSCF is merely employed as a
form of multireference CI within a subset (i.e., a window) of
optimized closed shell and virtual orbitals. The original first-
order multiconfiguration wave function (MR-FOCI)18,19

method was just a such a special case where one has at most
1 hole in the RAS1 and 1 particle in the RAS3.
In previous work (Santolini et al.31), we demonstrated that

an “initial” RASSCF active space can be constructed from
natural bond orbitals (NBO).32 The NBO are constructed by
combining natural atomic orbitals (NAO).33,34 The choice of
which NBO orbitals to include is guided by the concept of
correlating orbital pairs or oscillator orbitals.35,36 The order
(first-order or second-order) of the RASSCF configuration
interaction expansion is associated with the number of holes
and particles in RAS1 and RAS3 which is, in turn, guided by
the concepts of semi-internal and dynamic or all-external
correlation.20,21 We now give some insight into this aspect.
We can illustrate the preceding concepts with an example.

We suppose that we have a molecule where the excited states
involve different occupancies of π orbitals. Of course, the total
correlation energy for any excited state is dominated by the
correlation energy of σ electrons (computed by double
excitations of the σ electrons) into the virtual orbitals and
the active orbitals. But this is the same for all excited states and
can be neglected when our main focus is the energy difference
between states. Thus, for the excited states of the π electrons,
the correlation contributions can be separated into three types
(see Scheme 1) according to the excitation pattern: (1) the

internal correlation (i.e., static correlation), (2) polarization
plus semi-internal effects, and (3) all-external (dynamic)
correlation.20,21 The last, (3), as we have just discussed, is
approximately the same for all the valence excited states. In
Scheme 1, one uses the term inactive orbitals to denote the
doubly occupied orbitals in CASSCF, a subset of which
become the RAS1 orbitals of RASSCF in the way we use it
here. The effect of polarization and semi-internal correlation
on the energies of excited states with different bond character
(e.g., covalent versus ionic) is strongly structure and state
dependent. Thus, the magnitude of the correlation of a σ
electron and a π electron will depend on the nature of the
electronic state (covalent vs zwitterionic).31,37−40 Thus, we

Scheme 1. Classification of RASSCF Configuations
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expect the most important differential contribution to the
relative energies of the π orbital excited states will come from
type (2) above, which is a RASSCF computation with at most
1 hole in the RAS1 space and 1 particle in the RAS3 space. We
shall refer to this level as first-order RASSCF, which we denote
by RAS[1,1]. Within RASSCF it is straightforward to add
configurations with 2 holes and 2 particles in the RAS1 and
RAS3 spaces (RAS[1,2], RAS[2,1], and RAS[2,2]). This all-
external contribution should be very weakly structure/state
dependent.1,20,21

Oscillator orbitals, a concept introduced by Foster and
Boys,35,36 are a set of virtual orbitals constructed from an initial
set of occupied orbitals so that they possess an additional node
in the orbital, yet have the same spatial extent. Thus, using
localized NBO as a starting guess for the RASSCF
computation allows the explicit construction of an active
space by placing correlating orbitals localized in the same
region of space as the occupied orbitals used in a standard
CASSCF active space. The pair of oscillator orbitals is formed
by including the strongly occupied NBO in the closed shell
manifold RAS1 and the weakly occupied NBO in the RAS3
subspace.
Using the same model as an example, we now discuss the

nature of the orbitals that need to be included. To describe the
ππ* and nπ* transitions involved in the lower valence
electronic states, the most important orbitals (2p π and 2p
n) are included in the main active space (RAS2). The σ
correlation is included by adding the σ orbitals of the frame of
the molecules in the RAS1 subspace and their antibonding
equivalent (σ*) in RAS3 as oscillator orbitals. The correlation
of the π system can be recovered by adding an extra set of 3p
orbitals (in RAS3) that will act as oscillator orbitals for the π
system.37 Different scaling factors of these 3p orbitals are
needed to avoid collapsing to Rydberg states while using a
diffuse basis set.

3. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The geometries for the benchmark set of 19 organic molecules
were taken from the Supporting Information of the work by
Schreiber et al.22 where the geometry optimizations had been
carried out at the MP2/6-31G* level of theory. The vertical
excitation energies here are computed using CASSCF and
RASSCF following a systematic approach used previously by
Santolini et al.31

All computations are performed with Gaussian 16.41 The
CASSCF/RASSCF computations were done using a state-
average (SA) over the three lowest-lying valence states with

equal weight unless stated otherwise (see the Supporting
Information for details). The NBO were symmetry adapted to
the appropriate abelian symmetry point group (see the
Supporting Information). Two types of atomic orbital basis
sets were used for the computation of vertical excitation
energies: a standard Pople 6-31G* basis set and an extended
basis set derived from the 6-31G* by adding a set of 3p atomic
orbitals to carbon, oxygen and nitrogen where the 3p functions
are taken from the 6-31G basis set of silicon, sulfur, and
phosphorus, respectively. The notation “+3p” is used to
indicate the use of an extended basis set and the scaling factor
of the 3p atomic orbitals is shown in parentheses (either 0.5 or
1.0). The protocol used can be summarized as follows:

1. The initial orbital guesses for the RASSCF are generated
by selecting a set of NBO at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of
theory.

2. The CASSCF energies were computed using a standard
active space (see the Supporting Information) for each
molecule.

3. The RASSCF energies are computed by using a standard
active space for the RAS2 subspace and by correlating
different types of molecular orbitals (MO) added inside
the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces. The number of holes (h)
and particles (p) allowed in the subspace is given by the
following notation “RAS[h,p]”.

i. The σ and σ*MOs (oscillator orbital pair for each
2p π orbital) are added respectively into RAS1
and RAS3 with the following settings for the
configuration interaction expansion.

• 1 hole and 1 electron allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[1,1])

• 1 hole and 2 electrons allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[1,2])

• 2 holes and 1 electron allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[2,1])

• 2 holes and 2 electrons allowed in RAS1
and RAS3 (RAS[2,2])

ii. The σ MOs are added into RAS1 and the σ* and
3p π* MO are put into the RAS3 subspace with
the following settings for the configuration
interaction expansion.

• 1 hole and 1 electron allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[1,1]+3p)

• 1 hole and 2 electrons allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[1,2]+3p)

• 2 holes and 1 electron allowed in RAS1 and
RAS3 (RAS[2,1]+3p)

Scheme 2. Summary of RASSCF Procedure Used
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A summary of the method employed can be found in Scheme
2.
For the discussion of the contribution of various types of

electron correlation, it turns out to be convenient to classify
states as ionic or covalent. The ionic character of a ππ* excited
state was determined by carrying out a CI analysis in the space
of the RAS2 orbitals after localization using the Boys
localization method.36 This localization of the orbitals has
the property of localizing them onto atomic sites. The CI
eigenvector now corresponds to an orthogonal VB expansion.
In this expansion, there are two types of configurations:
covalent, where each atom-localized orbital has an occupancy
of one, and ionic, where some orbitals have an occupancy of
zero or two. In Scheme 3 below, we show an example of a

covalent configuration on line one and, on line two, we show
the three dominant ionic configurations in a hexatriene ionic
state. The nπ* excited states can also be classified using the
covalent/ionic terminology by assessing the localized character
of the transition using the natural orbitals obtained from the
RASSCF (see examples for pyridine, pyrazine, pyrimidine, and
pyridazine in the Supporting Information where we have
plotted these orbitals).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A set of 19 small to medium size organic molecules (see Figure
1), based on the data set of Schreiber et al.22 has been used for
the comparison of vertical excitation energies at the RASSCF
level.

The states of interest, in the molecules selected for study for
the evaluation of the vertical excitation energies in this work,
were the two lowest-lying singlet valence excited states of ππ*
and nπ* character. (A larger number of excited states can be
found in the work of Schreiber et al.22 For example, they also
included lowest-lying excited states of σπ* type for some
molecules such as cyclopropene, formaldehyde, and acetone.
This type of excited state was not included in this work and
would have required a slightly different RAS2 active space,
which included σ MO.) All our results are compared to MS-
CASPT2 data provided by the work of Schreiber et al.22 Our
objective was to determine the efficiency of adding different
types of electron correlation using the RASSCF variational
approach. (Note that Schreiber et al.22 use mostly CASPT2
values obtained from the literature and their own computations
for singlet states as theoretical best estimates. Here we only use
MS-CASPT2 results as a reference due to their obvious
connections to SA-CASSCF/RASSCF.)
The results for the test set of 19 molecules are summarized

in Figure 2. Here we show the error of the vertical excitation

Scheme 3. Examples of Covalent and Ionic VB Structures
for Hexatriene

Figure 1. List of molecules investigated for the benchmark of vertical excitation energies using CASSCF/RASSCF based the data set of Schreiber et
al.22 A subset of the Thiel benchmark set is used rather than the full set due to unfavorable scaling of the RASSCF active space with the current
approach.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of error (in blue) and its average (in red) on
vertical excitation of all investigated excited states computed at
CASSCF/RASSCF level compared MS-CASPT2 results of Schreiber
et al.22 Rydberg states are not included.
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(relative to the MS-CASPT2/TZVP results of Schreiber et
al.22), as well as the average error (in red) produced by adding
different electron correlation effects (see the Supporting
Information for detailed vertical excitation energies of each
molecule and a comparison of the error between molecules).
From Figure 2, one can see that RAS[1,1]+3p(0.5) gives the

most accurate results, as the average error is the lowest and the
deviations are smaller overall. In addition, the inclusion of the
3p π* MO in the RAS3 space is essential, irrespective of the
order of the correlation effect. Notice also that there are still
some points with an error exceeding 0.5 eV. These “outliers”
correspond to a few examples where the model we are using
fails. Further, it turns out that the classification of the ππ*
states into covalent or ionic (or Rydberg in a few cases) and of
the nπ* states as local (covalent) or nonlocal (ionic) gives
some physical insights. We now discuss these points in more
detail.
Overall, the CASSCF and RASSCF results tend to

overestimate the vertical excitation energies compared to the
reference values. Starting with RAS[1,1] with the addition of
the σ and σ* MO in RAS1 and RAS3 (first four columns of
Figure 2), the overall error in the vertical excitation energies
for the two lowest-lying excited states of nπ* and ππ* type
remains comparable to CASSCF results. Only with the
addition of the 3p π* MO in the RAS3 subspace does one
reduce the average error to less than 0.5 eV. Given that the
RAS[1,1] contribution needs these orbitals (cf column 2 versus
column 6), it is clear that the semi-internal correlation effect is
in fact dominated by these 3p π* MO.
In Figure 2, it can be seen that the differential effect of

adding double excitations into the virtual space (RAS3) with
RAS [1,2] and RAS[2,2] compared to RAS[1,1] and RAS[2,1]
is rather small and indeed tends to make the results slightly
worse. Moreover, allowing double excitation from the occupied
orbitals (RAS1) with RAS[2,1] shows almost no change
compared to RAS[1,1]. These contributions are part of the all-
external contribution to the correlation energy. This part of the
correlation energy is slowly convergent, and including a subset
of the orbitals does not appear to be strategically useful. The
double excitations to the RAS3 subspace should allow a partial
recovery of dynamic correlation but the state benefiting the
most from this enhanced correlation is the ground state, thus
blue-shifting (overestimating) the vertical excitation energy
with respect to the reference.
As we have just observed, the addition of the 3p π* MOs in

the RAS3 subspace is essential for recovering the π
contribution to first-order RASSCF (RAS[1,1]). Here we
also tested two types of scaling factor for the extra basis set but
obtained very similar results for each one. On one hand, using
a scaling factor of 1.0 makes the results slightly worse. On the
other hand, using a value of 0.5 for the scaling can bias
convergence toward Rydberg states rather than the target
valence states.
RAS[1,1] (i.e., including polarization and semi-internal

correlation) with the 3p π* MO thus seems to provide the
optimum strategy for calculating the vertical excitation energies
of the excited states selected here. This idea has already been
shown in the past by the early work of Schaefer et al.18 in the
method called first-order configuration interaction (FOCI). Of
course, here we show that the dominant effect can be
recovered with the compact RASSCF approach with only a
subset of optimized orbitals, as opposed to the full set of
inactive and virtual orbitals in multireference CI. Thus, the

main differential electronic correlation is captured using a first-
order correction, RAS[1,1]+3p, to CASSCF with RASSCF.
All the excited states do not benefit in the same way from

the addition of the different contributions of electron
correlation. Previous work has shown that the improvement
to the description of valence excited states depends on the
nature of such excited states, and thus, the contribution of
electron correlation is rather different for ionic versus covalent
states.31,37,40 Indeed, the vertical excitation energies of certain
types of state can be very similar to MS-CASPT2 even at the
CASSCF level. We now give some discussion of the role of
various types of correlation effect for the different types of
electronic state studied in this work.
In Figure 3, we show the data, presented earlier, in Figure 2

broken down into contributions obtained by classifying the

different ππ* excited states as either covalent or ionic. In
addition, the nπ* transitions can also be classified as either
covalent or ionic by determining whether the excitation is local
or nonlocal in character. The pyrazine (Supporting Informa-
tion Table S12 and Figure S3) molecule illustrates this idea.
Here the 11B3u state is classified as local because the excitation
is localized on the N atoms. In contrast, for the 11Au state, the
excitation (Supporting Information Figure S3) involves a
charge transfer from the N atom lone pairs to the C atoms thus
inducing a zwitterionic charge separation. Thus, the nπ*
transitions that are “local” are included in Figure 3 as covalent,
while those that are nonlocal are included as ionic.
From Figure 3 one can observe that the RAS[1,1]+3p level

computations for the covalent ππ* states hardly change the
results from the CASSCF level, which are already very similar
to MS-CASPT2 results. The same observation can be made for

Figure 3. Scatter plot of the error (in blue) and its average (in red)
for the vertical excitation energies for covalent (top) and ionic
(bottom) excited states. The comparison is done against MS-CASPT2
results of Schreiber et al.22 The Rydberg states are not included. (The
three outliers in the last three columns correspond to the ethene V
state which is a Rydberg−ionic mixture.)
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the nπ* excited states with local character (in imidazole,
pyridine, pyrimidine, and pyridazine). In contrast, in Figure 3,
one can observe that at the CASSCF level the vertical
excitation energies of zwitterionic states are significantly
overestimated. Upon addition of polarization and semi-internal
correlation, via RAS[1,1]+3p, the description of ionic states is
significantly improved in general, although there is some
dispersion and some outliers that we will discuss subsequently.
The further addition of external correlation via (RAS[1,2],
RAS[2,1], and RAS[2,2]) actually leads to slightly worse
results for the covalent and ionic states because it leads to an
additional stabilization of the ground state.
In summary, the addition of semi-internal correlation at the

RAS[1,1]+3p level significantly improves the description of
ionic states. At the same time, the covalent states description at
the RAS[1,1]+3p level remains comparable to CASSCF
results, indicating that the semi-internal correlation effect is
very small for covalent states.
The inherent diffusiveness of the orbital description of ionic

states explains the improvement obtained by augmenting the
set of valence 2p π with the more diffuse 3p π orbitals. This
idea was first proposed by Roos and co-workers37 and it is also
documented in other work.42−45 Allowing the excited electron
to populate the 3p π orbitals leads to a better stabilization of
ionic states by allowing a delocalization of the charge in the
more diffuse orbitals. Moreover, ionic states are more sensitive
to the diffusiveness of the basis set compared to covalent states.
Using a more contracted description of 3p orbitals (i.e., using a
scaling factor of 1.0 for the extra basis) leads to larger
overestimation of vertical excitation energies compared to the
more diffuse basis set.
From Figure 3, one can observe that the dispersion of the

error around the average is larger for ionic states in spite of the
fact that RAS[1,1] with the 3p orbitals improves the results
overall. Thus, there are still a few ionic states where a large
overestimation of the excitation energy remains at the
RAS[1,1]+3p level. Examples include, the low-lying ππ*
ionic states of ethene (B1u) (shown as the three outliers in
Figure 3), hexatriene (Bu), octatetraene (Bu), benzene (B1u),
and pyrrole (B2) and the nonlocal nπ* transition of pyrazine
(Au). In all of these molecules, except for pyrazine, there is a
low-lying Rydberg state of similar symmetry that can mix with
these different ionic states.46−48

In these examples, using the 3p (more diffuse) basis set leads
to convergence to a Rydberg state in the computations on
ethene and pyrrole. In the other cases, a Rydberg−ionic mixed
state is obtained.
In the case of pyrazine, the nπ* excited state with nonlocal

character (i.e., ionic) is only slightly improved with the
RAS[1,1]+3p computation and using a different scaling factor
for the extra basis (different diffusiveness) barely changes the
results for the Au state. This zwitterionic state has the charges
well separated and probably requires a dispersion energy
correction.
Thus, while the RAS[1,1]+3p approach improves the

description of ionic states compared to CASSCF (Figure 3),
there remain large errors for particular isolated ππ* ionic states
and nonlocal nπ* transitions. Indeed, in some of these cases,
the ionic state and covalent states are ordered incorrectly (see
the Supporting Information for details). For ππ* ionic states
this arises from the fact that there is a significant differential
effect of all-external correlation of the ionic state as opposed to
the Rydberg state. In contrast, the description of ππ* ionic

states in molecules such as butadiene (Bu), cyclopentadiene
(B2), furan (B2), formamide (A′), acetamide (A′), and
propanamide (A′) are comparable to the MS-CASPT2 results
of Schreiber et al.22

The focus of the work presented in this paper was to
investigate the accuracy of first-order RASSCF where addi-
tional electronic correlation has been included within a
variational method. While we are using MS-CASPT2/TZVP
results as reference values for direct comparison, it is known
that the (Coupled Cluster 3) CC3 approach yields more
accurate results than CASPT2 for low-lying valence states with
no strong double-excitation character.50 Furthermore, the
effect of a larger basis set was not investigated in this current
work.
In Figure 4, we compare of our current results against other

values computed with different methods found in the

literature22,23,49−52 (see Tables S20−S22 in the Supporting
Information), using as a reference, the theoretical best
estimates (i.e., TBE-2) of Silva-Junior et al.23 Compared to
these reference values, RASSCF[1,1]/6-31G*+3p tends to
consistently overestimate the vertical excitation energies as
shown by the overlapping value of the mean absolute error and
mean standard error. The overall accuracy of RASSCF[1,1]/6-
31G*+3p is similar to CC2/TZVP results. Our RASSCF
results, obtained at the 6-31G*+3p level, will certainly improve
with a larger basis set.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have investigated the efficacy of using first-
order RASSCF RAS[1,1] for the treatment of valence excited
states with different characters. Physically, RAS[1,1] can be
understood using the description of electron correlation of
Sinanoğlu,20,21 which separates the electron correlation effect
for a multireference system into internal, polarization plus
semi-internal, and all-external correlation energy. In our
computations, the initial active space was constructed on the
principle of pairs of oscillator orbitals, first described by Foster
and Boys.36 We implemented these using natural bond orbitals
as described by Weinhold.32 The results were rationalized by

Figure 4. Comparison of the mean standard error (in blue) and mean
absolute error (in red) for the vertical excitation energies of the 19
molecules computed with different electronic structure method (see
Tables S20−S22 in the Supporting Information for details). The
values are compared to the theoretical best estimated (i.e., TBE-2) in
the work of Silva-Junior et al.23 The statistics are done over 36 excited
states for all methods, except for CC2/AVTZ and CC3/AVTZ where
only 29 and 6 values were available for the current set of molecules,
respectively.
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classifying the different excited states as covalent or ionic (or as
local and nonlocal for the nπ* state). The RAS[1,1]+3p
computations that include mainly the polarization and semi-
internal correlation effects were able to correct the error in the
CASSCF results for ionic states in most cases. In general, the
role of all-external correlation (RAS[1,2], RAS[2,1], RAS-
[2,2]) did not change the results significantly and even made
them slightly worse. The examples with strong ionic−Rydberg
mixing or near degeneracies could not be properly described at
the RAS[1,1]+3p level of theory.
In general, the use of RAS[1,1]+3p seems to recover the

state-dependent part of the electron correlation energy, except
in cases of strong ionic−Rydberg mixing or clear charge
separation. Further, both first and second derivatives with
respect to nuclear motion can be computed analytically. Thus,
the method proposed here serves as an alternative for treating
excited states, based on a variational approach for quantum
molecular dynamics where many energies, gradient, Hessians,
and nonadiabatic couplings are computed.
The assessment of the efficacy of RASSCF has been done in

the Franck−Condon region. Nevertheless, the failures of
RAS[1,1]+3p for ionic states seems to be associated mainly
with quasi-degenerate states so the results may be more
generally applicable. Thus, the semi-internal correlation should
be structure dependent as well as state dependent as shown
here. However, this conjecture remains to be investigated.
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